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INIìOOR AIR POLLUTION

J.S.M. Boleij and B. Bn¡nekreef

Sumnlary; lntroduction; Factors in quality of indoor air: Sources ol indoor air pollu

tion; Some major pollutants; Concluding remarks: References.

SIIMMARY

Rescarch on communal air pollution |ras focused mainly on the ouldoor environment.

although far more time is spent indoors than outdoors. Indoor aitpollution may have

û great impâct on ass€ssment of thc effect of air pollution on human hcalth. on design

of rpidemiological studies and on enetgy-çonservation strategies that-may restrict

indOor-outdoOr exchangc of air. Thc influence of the various sources on home environ-

rñên{;is reviewed; e.g. outdoor air; gfls-fired appliances, toþacco nnoking and building

maturials, The pollulAnts carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioride, ftarticles and radon are

dìsoussed in more detait. Availab[e data shü'v that outdoor sttnd¡rds for air quality

rre often exCeeded indoors. However. conclUsions on exp6¡ure and bealth eflects can-

not be drawn until morc dqtä are avail¡ble from randomíor strâtified samples o[
houses.
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Introduction

Un on h¿rs locused main-11" t people in Western

il: T*ï:r'.:l::lIt l"73% of their rime in
their homes (50). Studies in other industriar societies ( r7,g3) prese nt
the same pattern. An increasing amount olevidence shows that con-
c_entrations of some pollutants indoors lrequently exceed those cut-
doors. though earlier studies (8) assumed that concentrations of por-
lutants indoors in general reflected those outdoors at a lower le'el.
Such studies dealt mainly with sulphur dioxide, ozone or totar
suspended particulate matter. Little work had been done on com_
pounds such as oxides of nitrogen, carbon monoxide, organics and

TABLE I

Average activity pattern of the Dutch population () l2 years of age)
(50)

Tinte .[ract ion

hour.r f da.t' (%, )

- At home, indoors
(e.g. sleeping, eating, house-
keepin g, television, newspaper)

- Mainly indoors, not at home
(e .g. work, study, sports,
shopping)

- Outdoors
(e.g. recreation, gardening)

- Various

- Total

17.6 73

5.4 23

0.5

0.5

2

2

r70
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the respirable fraction of particulate matter, which can also be
generated indoors.

Indoor air pollution is relevant for: interpretation ol past
epidemiological studies and design of future studies on effects on
health of air pollution; and energy,conservation strategies that might
re$trict i ndoor-outdoor air exchanges.

a paresearchstrategy.
ions of indoor air pollutants, the factors

in d epidemiological studies are presented
th o[ the indoor environment. Conclusions
are drawn on gaps in our knowledge and policy consequences.
Emphasis is on indoor air pollution in private homes.

Factors in Quality of Indoor Air

The concentration of an air pollutant indoors (c¡) depends on several
lacto rs:

- volume of air in the indoor space (V)

- rate ofproduction, or release ofthe pollutant (p)

- rate of e limination of the pollutant (decay rate) through reaction.
filtration or settling (D)

- rate of ai r exchange ( 7 )

- concentration ol the pollutant outdoors (Co).
The relationship between these factors is des"cribed in the followino
equation (61 ): 

r¡¡v ¡v'¡rv rr rrrb

v{3=p-D+7v(co -c¡)
The equation resembles expressions governing pollutant concentra-
tions in outdoor air, the main difference being scale. Because of the
much larger volume of the outdoor atmosphere, the pollutants of
primary concern outdoors are mainly those released in large
amounts. In the indoor environment. even small amounts of a pollu-

l7l
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tant can produce high concentratio

To solve the equation' we mu

board,
carbon
pattern
habits.

PoPulation to air Pollutants ln

,L"i lif" conditions' In studies on

t

Dockeret', D.W. et ¿/': Relation

measurements' Presented at: ?3rd

1'72

shios among personal indoor and outdoor NO¡

ïi;""1 ÃPõÀ meetins, Montreal' l98o'

t
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increases. Some air pollutants differ in stability between outdoors
and indoors, because a variety of surfaces are found indoors, on
which reactive compounds absorb and decompose. Ozone (O) is
decomposed especially quickly indoors. To a lesser extent, this is also
true for sulphur dioxide (SO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO,) (61,82,
88). Carbon monoxide (CO) and nitric oxide (NO) are less reactive
(61). Benson et al. (8) reviewed the literature up to 1972 on indoor-
outdoor relations. They concluded that the best available estimate for
indoor concentrations of particulates and CO was obtained by
presuming them equal to outdoor concentrations. However, con-
centration of SO, was usually less indoors than outdoors, the ratio
going down to about 0.2 for high outdoor concentrations, as con-
firmed by later data(2,78, 85). For CO, more attention has recently
been paid to indoor sources. For particulates, more data are now
available about components and the behaviour of the various size-
classes (1, 2,7, 19, 24, 54, 85). Indoor concentrations of suspended
particulates of outdoor origin are lower than outdoors, the ratio
depending on particle size. Cohen and Cohen (19) found an average
'protection factor' of about 4.5 for large particles and2.2 for particles
smaller than I I¡ m. Consequently, the ratio indoors/outdoors is
lower for elements such as iron, that occur mainly in larger particles,
than for elements such as lead which occur mainly in the smaller par-
t ic les.

Gas-Fired Appliances
Combustion in gas-fired appliances always generates harmful
products, e.g. CO and NO'. Since the mid-1960s, CO has not been a

constituent of the gas djstributed in the Netheflands, but it is formed
by incomplete combustion. A special problem in the Netherlands is
the widespread use of unvented flow-through water-heaters in
kitchens. Such appliances are often poorly aerated as a result of
maladjustment or dirty burners. Burners ofgas cookers and furnaces
usually produce lower concentrations of CO ( I I ,16,66,80)"r.

Dewerth, D. I/..' Pollutant emissions from domestic gas-fired appliances. Paper 3rd
conf. on natural gas research and technology, 1974.
Hollowell, C.D.: Budnitz, R.J. and Traynor, G. l/..' Combustion gørerated indoor
air pollution; in Kasuga Proc. Int. Clear Ait Congress, 4th Tokyo. 1977. pp.684-
68't.
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Combustion of gas at high temperatures always generates oxides of
nitrogen (NOx) from nitrogen and oxygen in the air. The amount
generated depènds on burner construction (ll). The ratio in which

NO and NO, are formed varies with burner construction and condi-

tion (23,61). The literature contains many examples of high con-

cen trations from gas appliances (23,56,57)""'.
ln the Netherlands and elsewhere, installation codes exist for gas

appliance s (62). Dutch codes are aimed only at prevention ol too high

a concentration of CO and COr; NO- has not been considered. Many
gas installations in Dutch homes prdbably do not meet the codes. In

a country-wide investigation in 1973, l3Va oî the unvented water-

heaters had too high a production of CO. Ventilation requirements

were not mef in73Vo of the homes'.

Tohacco Snnke

Smokers inhale many toxic substances leading to increased risk of
lung cancer and other diseases. When these substances are released

indoors, non-smokers are also exposed. More than 1200 gaseous

compounds have been identified in cigarette smoke (22). Carbon

monoxide, oxides ol nitrogen, ammonia and acrolein are held
ffects (such as coronarY diseases

several PolYcYclic aromatic
in Particles. The increased in-
s partlY attributed to benz (a)-

pyrene, one of the polycyclic hydrocarbons.
Estimates have been made for pollutants released directly into the

surrounding air (sidestream smoke) and pollutants exhaled alter in-

halation. Production of CO per cigarette is about 100 mg. particulitte

matter about 30-40 mg and benz(a)lpyrene about l07o 0-200 ng

Belles. F.E e, a/. Measurement and reduction of NO* emissions from natural gas-

fired appliances. Paper 75.09.1 ol rhe ó8th Annual Meeting of the Air Pollution

Control Ass., Boston 1975.

Bartholonrcu¡, P.H J.el a/: lnvestigation ofthe condition ofdomesticgas installa-

tions by means of random tests in the Netherlands. Presented at: l3th World Gas

Confercnce, London I 976.
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(12,22,26,37,41,67,70,74). These figures, however, are changing as
new types ofcigarettes are being developed.

Building Materials

A well-known ex
lormaldehyde fr
6oard (3,4,34,42,
foam, according
Netherlands'.

Some building materials have a certain amount of natural radio-
activity leading to an elevated background radiation indoors (47). In
a survey of 30,000 homes, radiation was 2-62Vo higher than the local
natural background radiation from the soil (51). One of the decay
products from the natural.decay of uranium-238 is the noble gas
radon-222. The direct precursor of radon-222 is radium -226, a
natural constituent of many soils and building materials, e.g. con-
crete, brick and stone. The daughter elements of radon tend to stick
to airborne particles; these may then be inhaled and contribute to the
dose oI alpha-radiation of lung tissue ( l4).

Because of its good insulating and fire-resistant properties,
asbestos has been used in a variety of products. In some applications,
release may continue to the indoor air (73).

Variou.ç Sources

A large source of compounds is found in consumer products.
Products such as cosmetics, hair sprays, deodorants, cleaning agents,
and nail polish and remover contain many volatiles and particulates;
manv of these use an aerosol propellant. Cleaning agents and

O surface-maintenace products, ru.h o, waxes, polishes, bleaching
agents and detergents usually have organic constituents that

Berk,J.v etal.' Theimpactofreducedventilationonindoorairqualityinresiden-
tial buildings. Presented at: 73rd Annual Meeting of the Air pollulion control
Ass., Montreal 1980,
Report ol the [nterdepartmental committee on Formaldehyde problems, Ministry
ol" Health and Environmental Protection, Geidschendanl. 27th Januarv 197g.

l
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evaporate. Other products are biocides and air fresheners (91). Parti-

clesfrom clothing and furnishings can also contaminate air'

In addi compounds are

emanated ganic gases and

vapours, the remainder

alkanes (2

of CO, does not exceed 0.10-0'157o'

Some Maior Pollutants

Carbon Monoxide

lrom flow-through water-heaters. Many unvented water-heaters, un-

der standard 
"onditiont, 

can produce very high concentrations in

kitchens (l l). In a recent survey, concentrations were substantially

lower (Table III). Burner type' presence of a flue, and maintenance

were the main factors in CO concentration'

176
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TABLE II

CO concentrations in homes,

(mg/m')
ReJ.

76

usrt

66

cBrr

80
cAr.

il
NLTi

420 mean, pilot-light, badly ventilated
kitchen of27 m3,0.24 air changes per
h;

ovcn (same kitchen and ventilation)
after2hburning,peak.

level reachcd after I h f¡om l6 burners,
4 grills and 4 ovens in moderately
ventilated room of 107 m!.
level reached after 30 min from 4 pan-
cove¡ed burne¡s in moderately ventilated
kitchen, volume unknown.

range in kitchens after 20 min cooking
undcr normal conditions.

in 16.4% of the sample; from 231- unvented
water-heaters, after 30 min burning,
moderate to poor ventilation.

mean of 5 kitchens, pilot-light only;
mean of5 kitchens, during cooking;
peak during cooking;
simultaneous outdoor concentration.

mean in 4 kitchens;
peak in I kitchen;
simultaneous outdoor concentration in different
seasons.

mean in 17 homes (av. for I h);
highest conc (av. for I h);
simultaneous outdoor concentration.

Ð o
290

28

45A

5

9

3E

l

4-9
l3
t-2

B

B

3)
US

87

US

6l
US

tI

EO

CA

A

B 32-137

A/C > 280

B

2-6
22

l-3

Elkins' R-H. et al.: A study to co and NO. levers in the indoo¡ environment.
Presented at: 67th Annual Meeting Air pollution Control Ass.. Denver 1974.
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TABLE II, cont.

Ref Coiegortt Conc
/ntg/ntt)

J S.M. Boteii and B. Bntnekreel Idoor Air pollution

rs.

8)
US

t2
US

74

self
NL

c8
2zs

c 8-10

A 20-80

A/B 70-150

up to
50

Rennrks

mean max. concentration (av. for I h)
during cooking in 57 homes:

in 2 of the 57 homes.

from smoking during parties.

from smoking in experiments.

after 30 min from water-heater in small
kitchen:
during cooking under normal circum-
stances (See also Fig. I ).

O o

A - studies in experimental or normal houses under controlled circumstances.
B - detailed studies in a restricted number ofhouses under normal conditions.
C - general surveys in many houses.

** US, United States; GB, Great Britain; CA, Canada; NL, the Netherlands

TABLE III
CO concentrations at breathing height in 246 Dutch kitchens in 1980,

after operating a gas-fired water-heater for l5 min with doors and
windows closed

Conc. (ppm)* Number oIRelqtive number
(vo)

Cumulative rel
number (%)

<10
I l-50
5 l- 100

>100

' I ppm = l.l mg/m'; I atm.25oC

178

63

20
l0
7

t54
50
25
t7

63

83
93

r00

t79
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C0 ( ppm)

FIGURE T

Typical concentration pattern of CO at breathing

freieht in a kitchen during preparation-of a meal'

(l ppm t l.15 mg/m'; I atm',25oC)

J.S.M. Boleij and B. Brunekreef Indoor Air pollution
Little work has been done on the health effects ol CO in homes,even though serious gas accidents have been register"J-ii',t.

Netherlandse. Between igOO and 1975, I h gaswere reported, 90 being poisoning due t s. Asfor poisoning by intermittent reieated con_centrations, one can only guess, as the di

Oxides of Nitrogen

dies on indoor NO" pollution.
ons can occur, partiiirlarly when
used. A typical example of the
in three different rooms in a flat

averaged about 40 u ,/r,'f"t"iíåt0""åo 
ntrations

the cõntribution oi the. pitot-tight of lT:':å;:centration levels in the kitchen during ni result oflow windspeed and air exchange.

We also performed a large survey in kitchens and living_rooms inEnschede and Arnhem (Table Vl. ealmes e t at. (65) reported con_centrarions up ro 4t0 rr glm' (av. for I week), *n.í "i"."i;j;",space-heaters were used.
For outdoors the Dutch Health council has proposed a standardfor NOz (33) which reads as follows 35

98Vo o g/
:120 p 24
150 ¡r be

es are with the international tendency toregulate gspegially short term exposuresj'6. sh;ri t;;-.--0"-r-"ä i"high levels of No, decrease the resistance to airway inreitions án¿cause irritation of the mucus membranes of the resiira,"iJ ,yrt"r.The non-continuous use of unvented gas-appriancr', pi"Jú."'.-iìgr,
peak concentrations during use. peak-tã--"än ratios of 5 to l0 have
been reported (5).From TabteslVandv it is obviourlr,ãi 

"-ìui"gîî,-

e o

l¡
gos ronge ln use

{ woler heoter in use

'|

o0

180

20 40 ó0

time (min) Gasongeoallen in Nederland, VEG Gasinstituut, September 1976.
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TABLE IV

NO* concentrations in homes

Conc. ( p, gl m') Rennrk.sRe.f. CategorYa

42 A 2300 NO, (av. for I h). oven on during
I h in 27 m'kitchen.0.24 air changes per h:

2.5 air changes Per h:
USTT

't60

60 simultaneous outdoor conc.

47-t40 (95-229Y+a

I 450 (2030)

32-50 (19-65)

I kitchenl
outdoor conc. in differcnt se¿ìsons.

NO, (NO) mean in 4 kitchens (av for 24 h):
B87

US

3

US

peak conc. in
simultaneous

60 (70)

160 (490)

r030 (2530)

30 (20)

NO, (NO) mean 5 kitchens, pilot-light only;

during cooking;

maximum during cooking:

simultaneous outdoor conc.

t40
300

75

65

8

US

c NO,, mean in'gas' kitchens (av for 24 h):

maximumi
mean in'electric' kitchens:

simultaneous outdoor conc

35 c 210
l0-ó00

34
I l-360 range.

NO,. mean in 428'gas' kitchens (av for I week):

range;
mean in 87 'electric' kitchens:GBIi

Q a_

.-

o o
R"l. Calegory. Conc. ( 

¡t. g/m! )

48

US
c 95 (r30)

210(510)
40 (e0)

n4 (42s)
57 (5e)
es (27s)

NO, (NO) mean in 93 .gas. homes (av. lor 24 h):
maxrmum;
mean in 50'electric' homes:
maxlmum;
simultaneous outdoor conc:
maxlmum

77

US
c 54,1t NOr, geom. mean (54) and 95-pcrcentilc(ll6)in

15,39
5, t6

living-rooms of gas homes in a
polluted area (av. for 24 h):
in a clean areal
average difference between means und
95-percentiles and simultuneous <¡ut door
conc. in 5 cities with various
pollution levels.

NOr, mean in l0'gas' kitchens (av. for I u,eek):
range;
mean non-kitchen:
range;
mean in 9'electric' kitchcns:
mean non-kitchen.

NO¡ (NO) peak in kitchen (see also Fis.2):
mean in 289 kitchens (av for I seek

-
Þ

È
È

=
è
\
t

o

64

US

self
NLTT

B 92

38- I 64

47

24-t3l
t6
I3

300 (450)

il8
58

B

c

æ
UJ

* For explanation see Table ll** SeeTable ll
**{ NO concentrations in parentheses).

in 294 living rooms (see also Tahle 5).
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TABLE V

NOz concentrations (av. for week) in 289 kitchens and
294living-rooms during November and December, 1980, using

Palmes tubes (63)

Conc,
(¡t s/m'

kitchen

rclative
number (%)

number cumulalive
rel. number

(%)

numher

living ntonr

relo I ive

nuuher lVol

t'tuuulql ive
rel nunther

l7o)

0-40
4l- 80
8l - 120

l2l-160
lól-200
201-240
24r-280
28t-320

320

29

78

56
4l
37

22

9
3

t4

l0
27

l9
t4
l3
8

3

I
5

l0
37

56
70

83

9l
94
95

100

104

122
45
ll
4

I

I

2

2

2

4

35

4l
t5
4
2

35

76

9l
95

97

?1

Þ
o
À-

\
F
ÈI

t

o

!

98
99

t0r

æ
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door standards will regularly be exceeded by indoor concentrations.
Epidemiological studies have been conducted on the effects of in-

door NO, on the occurrence of respiratory illness. Florey et al' (31),

and others (35,58,59) investigated 1.810 children living in 'electric'

homes. Allowance was made for smoking habits of the occupants and

other relevant factors. They found that children from homes where

children from 6 to l0 years of age. The findings were not explained by

differences in social class or by parental smoking habits. These

studies contrast with that of Keller et al. (48), which showed no dif-
ference in respiratory symptoms among children up to l2 years of
age, living in 'gas' or 'electric' homes. However, the number of
.hildr.n investigated was small (approximately 600) and most of
them came from a relatively high socioeconomic class.

Most studies investigated children of primary school age, which

are less often at home than younger children (0-4 years) and thus less

frequently exposed to indoor pollution. Younger children are also

more sensitive to respiratory diseases. Both factors suggest that

future studies should deal with younger children. Such studies have

so far been conducted only for the influence of parental smoking on

respiratory symptoms (see under Particles).

J.S.M. Bolei.i ond B. Brunekreel lndoor Air poltution

TABLE VI
Suspended particles in homes

!

r

ReI.

t2
USTI

37

BRD*T

Categorv+ Conc.
(ps/m')

c 2000_4500

A t000

A 0.2

A 1200_lóó00

c 40_400

A 230_t980

A 2000

86-697

t20

20-570

570

Rentark.ç

o calculated conc at parties on the
basis of measured CO_concentrations

conc measured with light scattering
in 50 mr room afrer smoking of 3 .igor.tt.,
benz(a)pyrene conc in 3g mr room
after smoking of 30 cigarettes

observed total part. matter in
various smoking experiments

calulated part. conc on the basis
ofmeasured nicotine-conc in smoky spaces

calculated part. conc (av. for l6 h)
in 36 m, space from 20 cigarettes
with different ventilation regimes

steady-state conc of respirable dust
in I I3 mr space with four heavy smokers¡
mean conc respirable dust in non_smoker homes:
conc respirable dust from smoking in
various spaces

mean conc in l0l homes (av. for 2
months)
range

peak.conc respirable dust in poorly
ventilated 55 mr room after smoking
I small cigar

23
B*+

39

US

4l
US

67

US

70

US

24

N L*I

self
NL

c
C

c

40

Part icl es

sults of studies on i Particles
. The concentrations with, for
es primary air-quali although
total susPended Pa h-volume

sampling and measured gravimetrically. The standard reads: max-

imum annual geometric mean ?5 u glm' (av. for 24 h) and 2ó0

I Elm'not to be exceeded more than once a year. Annual mean con-

r86

For explanation see Table 2

i
1

,¡

I
Y

I
t
I
I
I
)

ã

I
I

t¿

o
A

+t US, United States; B, Belgium; BRD, West_Germany; NL, the Netherlands.
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centration measurements indoors have not been reported' and only

smokers in the house (Table V I I )'

TABLE VII

Indoor concentration of suspended particles (av' for 2 months) in

relation to number of smokers per house

o

55

125
150

335

Calculations from Repace and Penkala (6?'?0) further indicate that

Ããnv p"opfe are probably exposed' in smoke-filled rooms' to con-

."n,t",iont considlrably higher than outdoor standards'

Experiment
mainly with a

rising COHb I
Epidemiolo

toms in children in relation to parel

Increased respiratory diseases can, at least partly' be attribu-ted,to

direct infectiån by smoking parents' Having more resp.r-rat9? 9lt-
eases in childhood might ñave consequences in adult life (49,69).

Recently it has been ,ño*n that non-smokers regularly exposed to

;;;;smote had lower forced mid-and end-expiratory flow rates

than non-exposed non-smokers (90)' The values of passive smokers

number
smokers

number of
houses

av. conc
( pslm')

ranSe
(p gln')

20- 85

60-240
't0-265

0
I

2

3

4
7

t4
I

188
r89

o
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.TABLE VIII
Radon and decay_products

Rel. Calegoty* Conc Remarks
(nCí/mt)

86

vanous
countries

l4r"

l4rì

US*T

t4
Alr
30,43
US

43

US

7t
US

c
c

c

c

0.1

0.01

0.001

0.07-4.8

0.83
0. l8

0.42
0. l6

4.0

outdoor conc. in continental air:
outdoor conc. in coastal areasi
outdoor conc. above the sea.
conc. indoors in various stuåies

georn. mean ìn 2l homes New york/New Jersey:
simultaneous outdoor conc.

geom. mean in hundreds of homes in Salzburg:
simultaneous outdoor conc.

indoor conc. in houses built on
phosphate slags in Florida

indoor conc. in homes with 0.05-
1.0 air changes per h

in 6 oî 22 unpaved crawl-spaces
under houses in Argonne. lllinois

mean in 36 houses with brick walls in Norway:
in 42 houses with wooden walls;
in 42 houses with concrete walls

A 0.7-15

c

c >10

8t
N*i

t.0
t.3
2.O

r For explanation see Table ll.+* US, United States; A, Austria; N, Norway

"' George, A.c. and Breslin, A.J.: The distribution of ambient radon daughters in
residential buildings in the New York-New Jersey area. presented at: Symposium
on Natural Radiation Environment, rrd, Houston 197g.tt Steinhause¡, F. et al distribution pattern of radon and
daughters in an u etermination of organ dose frequency
distributions with Presented at: Symposium on Ñatural
Radiation Environ

o



Table vlII gives the results of studies in which concentrations of

radon and decay-products were measured. Concentrations are ex-

pressed in pCi/l oì nXi/m'; one Ci(Curie) stands for the amount of
iadioactive material in which 3.7 x l0'o desintegrations per second

occur (in the Slsystem, activity is expressed as Becquerels; I Ci =
3.7 x l0'o Bq). An annual exposure to I nCi/m3, on the average, will

lead to an esìimated radiation load, of the basal cells of the bronchial

epithelium, of 100-200 mrad/year (6); this corresponds to a biological

ei'fective dose of 500-4000 mrem/year, as mainly alpha radiation is

involved (l Rad = 0.01 Gy (Gray) and I Rem = 0'01 Sv (sievert))'

The calculation of the radiation dose of lung tissue by exposure to the

decay products of radon, has many uncertainties (89), which gives

rise to a great range of estimated doses.

Consiãerably hlgher concentrations of radon and daughters can be

found inside ã*eliings rather than outdoors' Hollowell et al' (43)

have estimated that át present,indoor exposure to radon daughters

r"y 
"."ount 

for as ,n"ny ", 
1b,000-20,000 lung cancer deaths each

v""1 i" ir," united states. The many uncertainties make the absolute

,ize of the numbers rather speculative' lt seems probable' however'

ihat inhalation of radon daughters in the indoor environment ac-

counts for the biggest single ;background' radiation dosc in many

people.
'-irit"rn"tionally, the problem of indoor radiation from radon and

O"ugtti"r. is reóiving-increased attention' In Sweden a large-scale

measurement progr""rn of radon and daughters in homes. has

,i"r,"¿", wfrite ìne US onmental Protection Agency has insisted

on changes in the ener rograms: reduction of indoor

ventilation as a measu ervation should be omitted in

;;;;;tt"ms until more is kn< bout the health hazardsr'' In

,"rponrt io the 1977 UNSCEAR Report (86) the Dutch Health

Public Health Reviews, Vol. X, No.2, ],982

Radon

': ES and T Currents. Environ. Si. Technol. //, ó33 (1980)'

'' ES and T Currents. Environ. Sc: Technol. /4,497 (1980)'

o

o

r90

'' cezondheidsraad: Advies inzake de betekenis van het uNSCEAR-rapporr 1977
voor het stralingshygiëne beleid in Nederland.

l9l

o

o
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council also stressed the importance of indoor radon for the radia-
tion hygiene policy in the Neiherlandsra.

Concluding Remarks

High concentrations of air polrutants can occur in homes. Indoor
concentrations of some pollutants (NOr, CO, particles, radon) often
exceed outdoor concentrations. The many studies give no ,"ir"r.n_
tative picture of exposure or of
needed on the nature and
their rates ofdecay, ventil
The results can help in
strategy needed for reducing ventilation without harming hearth.

In 1978 Geomet Inc. concluded that the average ventilation rate in
American houses courd be reduced from aboui 0.9 to 0.5 without
harming health (61), but only two years later this conclusion seems to
have been reversed by the work at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
(42)'. The US Environmental protection Agency also won an agree_
ment from the Department of Energy in thã united states to sãt an
interim standard to control indooi air pollution in the residential
conservation service program. The interim standard sets a minimum
ventilation standard of one air change per hour, twice as high as
previously envisioned for new homes (27).

care must be taken with restrictions on infiltration and ventilation
in energy-conservation programs, as additionar measures are needed.
These measures could include installation of air-to-air heat ex-
changers, electrostatic air filtration, installation of vents on g", up-
pliances and banning of pilot-lights and smoking restrictions iñ¿oois.
The control technology for indoor pollution, hñever, is still in itsin-
fancy. The cost effectiveness of control measures needs attention.
Solutions that offer a direct financial benefit may be the most promls-
ing as they are likely to be widely apptied.

ln this review, outdoor standards
criteria, were applied for evaluation

as far as they are based on health
of indoor situations, since hardly
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count.

for Personal exposure'
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e

groups
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A general picture is not yet possible. Comprehensive statistically
valid studies are needed. We are designing such a study and would
appreciate advice, criticism and suggestions from readers.
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